
Tom Price’s $150,000-Plus Stock
Windfall
The HHS secretary promised to divest his shares in a small biotech company. He did, and in the process
at least doubled his money.
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Secretary of Health and Human Services Tom Price testifies during a hearing on
Capitol Hill. (Zach Gibson/Getty Images)

Tom Price doesn’t appear to have suffered a
financial hit when he fulfilled his pledge to sell off
some assets as the new head of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

On one transaction alone, Price made a profit of
more than $150,000 on shares he held in a tiny
Australian biotech company, according to his
financial disclosures. His purchases of that stock,
which came while he was serving in Congress, were
the subject of particular scrutiny during his
confirmation hearings in January. He was one of a
handful of U.S. investors allowed to buy discounted
shares in Innate Immunotherapeutics, which was
working on an experimental multiple sclerosis drug.

Price invested about $10,000 in 2015 and another $50,000 to $100,000 in
the company last summer, records show. He appears to have sold all those
shares on two days in February, reaping between $265,000 and $550,000,
according to forms he filed last month with the federal Office of Government
Ethics. Filers are required to show only a range of the value of any sold or
purchased stock, meaning that his overall profit could range from $154,983
to as much as $489,981.

The forms show Price also sold shares worth a total of tens of thousands of
dollars in about three dozen other companies involved in businesses
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including health care, technology and airlines.

While he served in Congress, Price reported trading hundreds of thousands
of dollars’ worth of shares in health-related companies while he voted on and
sponsored legislation affecting the industry. He testified at his HHS
confirmation hearings that his trades were lawful and transparent.
Democrats accused him of potentially using his office to enrich himself.
ProPublica previously reported that his trading is said to have been under

 by federal prosecutors.investigation

Price testified during his confirmation hearings that the discounted shares in
Innate Immunotherapeutics “were available to every single individual that
was an investor at the time.”

But, as The Wall Street Journal , the discounted shares were only
available to American investors by invitation. Price learned of the company
from his friend Rep. Chris Collins, R-N.Y., a company director and its largest
shareholder. Collins told the Journal he invited Price to buy, and Price did so
in two purchases, one at 18 cents a share and another at 26 cents a share
during the summer of 2016. When Price sold off his investment, Innate was
trading at around 70 cents.

reported

Before he was confirmed, Price
pledged to sell off his holdings.

Price did not respond to a
request for an interview.

Price has said before that his
trades while he was in Congress
were promptly disclosed, as
required by law. He has rejected
allegations that he ran afoul of
insider-trading rules or used his
position as chair of the powerful
House Budget Committee to get
information or opportunities not
available to normal investors.

Last week,  that on the same day his stockbroker bought
him up to $90,000 of stock in six pharmaceutical companies, Price arranged
to call a top U.S. health official, seeking to scuttle a controversial rule that
could have hurt the firms’ profits and driven down their share prices.

ProPublica reported

 When HHS Secretary Tom Price sold his stakeCorrection, April 4, 2017:
in Innate Immunotherapeutics in February, the Australian company’s shares
were trading at about 70 cents. An earlier version of this story said shares
were about 90 cents, which was the price in Australian currency.

Do you have access to information about Tom Price that should be public?
Email  or send him encrypted messages on
Signal at 213–271–7217. Here’s how to  to
ProPublica securely.

robert.faturechi@propublica.org
send tips and documents

For more coverage, read ProPublica’s previous reporting on 
.
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Tom Price Intervened on
Rule That Would Hurt
Drug Profits, the Same
Day He Acquired Drug
Stock

While in Congress, HHS Secretary
Tom Price acted to help kill a rule
that would hurt drug company profits
shortly after his broker bought him
up to $90,000 worth of
pharmaceutical stock. Read the story.
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